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dalamar argent the elf is only a servant in the house of an elvish lord not worthy of the high art of sorcery as
war simmers on the borders of silvanesti dalamar will find a way to become a wizard his quest will take him
along dark paths toward an awesome destiny 2 illustrations the adventures in the magical world of krynn where
the evil dragonlords rule continue collects issues 9 16 of the dc comics series open the door to the magical
world of krynn where the evil dragonlords rule and meet sturm steadfast knight of solamnia veteran of the war
of the lance and sworn enemy of the tyrants of krynn collects issues 1 8 of the dc comics series volume 3
collects issues 17 25 including the storylines a winter s knight landfall and dragonring open the door to the
magical world of krynn where the evil dragonlords rule but not without opposition from the mighty champions of
krynn among their number is sturm steadfast knight of solamnia veteran of the war of the lance and sworn
enemy of the tyrants of krynn weapon of the dark queen against a darkened cloud it comes framed by thunder
and lightning soaring over the ravaged land the flying citadel mightiest power in the arsenal of the dragon
highlords in an age of war an evil wizard learned the secret of creating these castles in the air and sought to use
them to gain power over all krynn against him were ranged a red robed magic user a cleric an ancient warrior
and naturally a kender their battle shook the skies of krynn a new dragonlance sourcebook provides a host of
background information lore and legends about life in krynn during the fifth age covering everything from the
education of kender children to the dietary habits of the dwarves of thorbardin to weaponry political institutions
festivals clothing and more original adapts the second novel in the dragonlance chronicles trilogy by margaret
weis and tracy hickman krynn was once a peaceful world where the native races managed to coexist if only
through tolerating one another that time is gone the friendship that helped win the first real battle against the
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force of darkness is now split torn apart by conflict and a long bitter winter will pass before they are reunited but
the dragon armies of the evil goddess takhissis are leaving a trail of devastation across the land and a small
group of companions is the only thing that stands against her collects the four issue series 02 who killed
ambassador bloodarrow when the lord of tarsis finds himself with a politically volatile murder on his hands he
turns to the three most expendable inhabitants of the city of a solution a mercenary a poet assassin and a thief
might not be everyone s first choice for detectives but they find they re quite good at bringing murderers to
justice perhaps a little too good who killed ambassador bloodarrow when the lord of tarsis finds himself with a
politically volatile murder on his hands he turns to the three most expendable inhabitants of the city of a
solution a mercenary a poet assassin and a thief might not be everyone s first choice for detectives but they
find they re quite good at bringing murderers to justice perhaps a little too good as two imperial dynasties
struggle for supreme power over ansalon a land torn apart by the ruthless machinations of brutal warlords
corrupt wizards and unnatural machinations a young peasant is transformed into a extraordinary warrior who
holds the ultimate fate of all krynn in his hands original a new anthology by some of the top names in the genre
time travel and the dangers of altering the time stream continue to fascinate readers this book offers 17 new
stories of daring adventurers who meddle with time including a science fiction fan who warded off an alien
invasion of earth through contemporary culture joan of arc s training in future history and an fbi hunt for a mafia
don who found his way back to the age of knighthood treason within war from without torn asunder by the
nightmares of a mad king the elven realm of silvanesti has nearly been restored to its former grandeur but the
elf porthios returning to his homeland launches a rebellion against young gilthas his own nephew gilthas s
troubles are multiplied by threats from green dragons and from the knights of takhisis now with porthios at his
throat gilthas must choose between blood and honor douglas nile s dragonlance novel is filled with treachery
and intrigue among the elves during the chaos war the backdrop for the new york times best selling novel
dragons of summer flame will truth and virtue triumph over the deadly darkness of an all consuming evil the
war against the dragon minions of queen takhisis rages on armed with the mysterious magical dragon orbs and
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the shining silver dragonlance the companions of the lance lead their people in a desperate final battle knight
and barbarian warrior and mage dwarf and kender no one has reckoned how high the price of defeat or even
victory might be but now in the dawn of a new day the dark secrets that have long shadowed the hearts of the
companions come to light if they are to truly defeat the five headed dragon goddess they must find a way to
overcome their own personal conflicts and doubts from betrayal and treachery to fragility and weakness the
greatest battle now lies within each of them dragons of spring dawning is the third book in the dragonlance
chronicles in the embattled kingdom of qualinesti a realm firmly in the power of the green dragon beryl and the
dragon s dark knights a mysterious kagonesti woman warrior know as the lioness leads a loyal band of
resistance fighters against the forces of evil original contains advanced dungeons dragons issues 19 26 and the
1990 annual 1 includes the four part phases of the moon the one issue lawyers and the three part svangers
storylines when his brother vanishes mysteriously galen pathwarden must set aside his cowardice scheming and
boredom and venture under the earth to find him in a nightmarish subterranean world in the sequel to weasel s
luck reissue filled with heroes and heroines and spanning locales of exotic adventure in a magic forged world
the dragonships of vindras series fully illustrates the mastery of world building and storytelling that has made
weis and hickman into the bestselling fantasy co authors of all time in bones of the dragon skylan ivorson is a
sea raider of the vindras and eventually becomes the chief of chiefs of all vindras clans an honor he truly feels
he deserves as one who has been blessed by skoval the god of war but sometimes a blessing is a curse in
disguise skoval and the other ancient gods are under siege from a new generation of gods who are challenging
them for the powers of creation and the only way to stop these brash interlopers lies within the mysterious and
hidden five bones of the vektan dragons it will be up to the vindras people as the dragon goddess s champions
to undertake the quest to recover all five the fate of the old gods and the vindras rests on their recovery for this
is not only a quest to save the world it is also a quest for redemption welcome to the world of dragonships at the
publisher s request this title is being sold without digital rights management software drm applied this
dungeons dragons inspired fantasy adventure is the first installment in the beloved dragonlance chronicles set
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in the magical world of krynn once merely creatures of legend the dragons have returned to krynn but with their
arrival comes the departure of the old gods and all healing magic as war threatens to engulf the land lifelong
friends reunite for an adventure that will change their lives and shape their world forever when tanis sturm
caramon raistlin flint and tasslehoff see a woman use a blue crystal staff to heal a villager they wonder if it s a
sign the gods have not abandoned them after all fueled by this glimmer of hope the companions band together
to uncover the truth behind the gods absence though they aren t the only ones with an interest in the staff the
seekers a new religious order wants the artifact for their own ends believing it will help them replace the gods
and overtake the continent of ansalon now the companions must assume the unlikely roles of heroes if they
hope to prevent the staff from falling into the hands of darkness dragons of autumn twilight is the first book in
the dragonlance chronicles stories by richard a knaak and others chronicle a fiery catastrophe that plunges
krynn into centuries of chaos a group of adventurers led by tanis who is half elven search for the magical
dragonlance margaret weis and tracy hickman return to the unforgettable world of the new york times
bestselling dragonlance series as a new heroine desperate to restore her beloved father to life sets off on a
quest to change time i love dragonlance and i love margaret weis and tracy hickman plain and simple their
books are my favorite fantasy series of all time joe manganiello destina rosethorn as her name implies believes
herself to be a favored child of destiny but when her father dies in the war of the lance she watches her
carefully constructed world come crashing down she loses not only her beloved father but also the legacy he
has left her the family lands and castle to save her father she hatches a bold plan to go back in time and
prevent his death first she has to secure the device of time journeying last known to be in the possession of the
spirited kender tasslehoff burrfoot but to change time she ll need another magical artifact the most powerful
and dangerous artifact ever created destina s quest takes her from the dwarven kingdom of thorbardin to the
town of solace and beyond setting in motion a chain of disastrous events that threaten to divert the course of
the river of time alter the past and forever change the future a group of adventurers led by tanis who is half
elven search for the magical dragonlance this collection of nine tales about the minor races of krynn the lovable
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mischievous and brave sidekicks of the dragonlance heroes also includes a novella by the editors reprint details
the background characters magic weapons and rules connected with this advanced form of dungeons and
dragons this exciting follow up to soulforge brings an unforgettable character into the majere twins world their
half sister kitiara the innocence of youth is lost to war in the fiery siege of the city of hope s end the young
mage raistlin majere must leave behind his ideals to save himself and his twin brother he and caramon begin
their training as mercenaries tasked with capturing a city that holds a secret known only to the commander of
the newly formed dragonarmies yet as raistlin and caramon prepare for war another soul is forged in the heat of
battle faraway another path is chosen and a future dragon highlord begins her rise to power her name is kitiara
uth matar and she is the beautiful but dark hearted half sister to the majere twins a group of adventurers led by
tanis who is half elven search for the magical dragonlance the final installment in the lost histories saga when
dragons make war krynn can only tremble in the shaodw of angry wings aurican and darlantan mighty serpents
of gold and silver have been nurtured in a world of wisdom meditation and sublime faith however on the other
side of ansalon crematia a dragon of red inherits the dark queen s legacy of betrayal violence conquest and
plunder the advent of a worldwide war sweeps these powerful beings and many more into desperate strife
battles rage over krynn with a fury that threatens to annihilate nations and whole races even dragonkind as
campaigns ebb and flow generations of lesser mortals come and go and the great serpents are left to determine
the fate of the world their triumphs may create a destiny of all encompassing light or cast the world beneath the
shadow of ultimate darkness first launched over a decade ago the preludes series has continued to prove
popular with dragonlance fans this digital release of flint the king showcases a new look that is also reflected in
the other recovers of this series the title features cover art from lead dragonlance saga artist matt stawicki
before the war of the lance the peaceful life of flint fireforge is disturbed when he is forced to leave solace and
return to his dwarven homeland to investigate his brother s murder as he delves into the mystery unexpected
allies and unseen enemies join the fight of truth against treachery flint soon discovers that to bring his brother s
killer to justice he must either die or become king he s not sure which choice might be worse a collection of
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stories dealing with the children of the companions includes raistlin s daughter kitiara s son the legacy the
sacrifice and wanna bet based on margaret weis and tracy hickman s new york times bestselling war of souls
trilogy this novel describes events that directly overlap events during the war of souls and features a character
introduced in dragons of summer flame original this attractive new re release of stormblade first published in
1988 showcases a new look for the heroes series including new cover art reissue
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Dalamar the Dark 2000-01-01
dalamar argent the elf is only a servant in the house of an elvish lord not worthy of the high art of sorcery as
war simmers on the borders of silvanesti dalamar will find a way to become a wizard his quest will take him
along dark paths toward an awesome destiny 2 illustrations

Inheritance 2001-05-01
the adventures in the magical world of krynn where the evil dragonlords rule continue collects issues 9 16 of the
dc comics series

Dragonlance Classics, Vol. 2 2015-11-25
open the door to the magical world of krynn where the evil dragonlords rule and meet sturm steadfast knight of
solamnia veteran of the war of the lance and sworn enemy of the tyrants of krynn collects issues 1 8 of the dc
comics series

Dragonlance Classics, Vol. 1 2015-07-01
volume 3 collects issues 17 25 including the storylines a winter s knight landfall and dragonring
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Dragonlance Classics, Vol. 3 2016-06-01
open the door to the magical world of krynn where the evil dragonlords rule but not without opposition from the
mighty champions of krynn among their number is sturm steadfast knight of solamnia veteran of the war of the
lance and sworn enemy of the tyrants of krynn

Dalamar the Dark 2002
weapon of the dark queen against a darkened cloud it comes framed by thunder and lightning soaring over the
ravaged land the flying citadel mightiest power in the arsenal of the dragon highlords in an age of war an evil
wizard learned the secret of creating these castles in the air and sought to use them to gain power over all
krynn against him were ranged a red robed magic user a cleric an ancient warrior and naturally a kender their
battle shook the skies of krynn

DragonLance Classics: DraagonLance classics 2015
a new dragonlance sourcebook provides a host of background information lore and legends about life in krynn
during the fifth age covering everything from the education of kender children to the dietary habits of the
dwarves of thorbardin to weaponry political institutions festivals clothing and more original

The Citadel 2012-05-08
adapts the second novel in the dragonlance chronicles trilogy by margaret weis and tracy hickman krynn was
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once a peaceful world where the native races managed to coexist if only through tolerating one another that
time is gone the friendship that helped win the first real battle against the force of darkness is now split torn
apart by conflict and a long bitter winter will pass before they are reunited but the dragon armies of the evil
goddess takhissis are leaving a trail of devastation across the land and a small group of companions is the only
thing that stands against her collects the four issue series

Bertrem's Guide to the Age of Mortals 2000
02 who killed ambassador bloodarrow when the lord of tarsis finds himself with a politically volatile murder on
his hands he turns to the three most expendable inhabitants of the city of a solution a mercenary a poet
assassin and a thief might not be everyone s first choice for detectives but they find they re quite good at
bringing murderers to justice perhaps a little too good who killed ambassador bloodarrow when the lord of tarsis
finds himself with a politically volatile murder on his hands he turns to the three most expendable inhabitants of
the city of a solution a mercenary a poet assassin and a thief might not be everyone s first choice for detectives
but they find they re quite good at bringing murderers to justice perhaps a little too good

Dragonlance Chronicles, Vol. 2: Dragons of Winter Night TPB
2015-09-02
as two imperial dynasties struggle for supreme power over ansalon a land torn apart by the ruthless
machinations of brutal warlords corrupt wizards and unnatural machinations a young peasant is transformed
into a extraordinary warrior who holds the ultimate fate of all krynn in his hands original
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Murder in Tarsis 1999-10-01
a new anthology by some of the top names in the genre time travel and the dangers of altering the time stream
continue to fascinate readers this book offers 17 new stories of daring adventurers who meddle with time
including a science fiction fan who warded off an alien invasion of earth through contemporary culture joan of
arc s training in future history and an fbi hunt for a mafia don who found his way back to the age of knighthood

A Warrior's Journey 2003
treason within war from without torn asunder by the nightmares of a mad king the elven realm of silvanesti has
nearly been restored to its former grandeur but the elf porthios returning to his homeland launches a rebellion
against young gilthas his own nephew gilthas s troubles are multiplied by threats from green dragons and from
the knights of takhisis now with porthios at his throat gilthas must choose between blood and honor douglas nile
s dragonlance novel is filled with treachery and intrigue among the elves during the chaos war the backdrop for
the new york times best selling novel dragons of summer flame

Time Twisters 2007-01-02
will truth and virtue triumph over the deadly darkness of an all consuming evil the war against the dragon
minions of queen takhisis rages on armed with the mysterious magical dragon orbs and the shining silver
dragonlance the companions of the lance lead their people in a desperate final battle knight and barbarian
warrior and mage dwarf and kender no one has reckoned how high the price of defeat or even victory might be
but now in the dawn of a new day the dark secrets that have long shadowed the hearts of the companions come
to light if they are to truly defeat the five headed dragon goddess they must find a way to overcome their own
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personal conflicts and doubts from betrayal and treachery to fragility and weakness the greatest battle now lies
within each of them dragons of spring dawning is the third book in the dragonlance chronicles

The Puppet King 2012-04-10
in the embattled kingdom of qualinesti a realm firmly in the power of the green dragon beryl and the dragon s
dark knights a mysterious kagonesti woman warrior know as the lioness leads a loyal band of resistance fighters
against the forces of evil original

The Dragonlance Saga 1987
contains advanced dungeons dragons issues 19 26 and the 1990 annual 1 includes the four part phases of the
moon the one issue lawyers and the three part svangers storylines

Dragons of Spring Dawning 1999-11-01
when his brother vanishes mysteriously galen pathwarden must set aside his cowardice scheming and boredom
and venture under the earth to find him in a nightmarish subterranean world in the sequel to weasel s luck
reissue

The Lioness 2002
filled with heroes and heroines and spanning locales of exotic adventure in a magic forged world the
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dragonships of vindras series fully illustrates the mastery of world building and storytelling that has made weis
and hickman into the bestselling fantasy co authors of all time in bones of the dragon skylan ivorson is a sea
raider of the vindras and eventually becomes the chief of chiefs of all vindras clans an honor he truly feels he
deserves as one who has been blessed by skoval the god of war but sometimes a blessing is a curse in disguise
skoval and the other ancient gods are under siege from a new generation of gods who are challenging them for
the powers of creation and the only way to stop these brash interlopers lies within the mysterious and hidden
five bones of the vektan dragons it will be up to the vindras people as the dragon goddess s champions to
undertake the quest to recover all five the fate of the old gods and the vindras rests on their recovery for this is
not only a quest to save the world it is also a quest for redemption welcome to the world of dragonships at the
publisher s request this title is being sold without digital rights management software drm applied

Dungeons & Dragons Classics Volume 3 2012-06-26
this dungeons dragons inspired fantasy adventure is the first installment in the beloved dragonlance chronicles
set in the magical world of krynn once merely creatures of legend the dragons have returned to krynn but with
their arrival comes the departure of the old gods and all healing magic as war threatens to engulf the land
lifelong friends reunite for an adventure that will change their lives and shape their world forever when tanis
sturm caramon raistlin flint and tasslehoff see a woman use a blue crystal staff to heal a villager they wonder if
it s a sign the gods have not abandoned them after all fueled by this glimmer of hope the companions band
together to uncover the truth behind the gods absence though they aren t the only ones with an interest in the
staff the seekers a new religious order wants the artifact for their own ends believing it will help them replace
the gods and overtake the continent of ansalon now the companions must assume the unlikely roles of heroes if
they hope to prevent the staff from falling into the hands of darkness dragons of autumn twilight is the first
book in the dragonlance chronicles
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Galen Beknighted 2004
stories by richard a knaak and others chronicle a fiery catastrophe that plunges krynn into centuries of chaos

Bones of the Dragon 2009-01-06
a group of adventurers led by tanis who is half elven search for the magical dragonlance

Dragonlance Classics 1993-02-02
margaret weis and tracy hickman return to the unforgettable world of the new york times bestselling
dragonlance series as a new heroine desperate to restore her beloved father to life sets off on a quest to change
time i love dragonlance and i love margaret weis and tracy hickman plain and simple their books are my
favorite fantasy series of all time joe manganiello destina rosethorn as her name implies believes herself to be a
favored child of destiny but when her father dies in the war of the lance she watches her carefully constructed
world come crashing down she loses not only her beloved father but also the legacy he has left her the family
lands and castle to save her father she hatches a bold plan to go back in time and prevent his death first she
has to secure the device of time journeying last known to be in the possession of the spirited kender tasslehoff
burrfoot but to change time she ll need another magical artifact the most powerful and dangerous artifact ever
created destina s quest takes her from the dwarven kingdom of thorbardin to the town of solace and beyond
setting in motion a chain of disastrous events that threaten to divert the course of the river of time alter the
past and forever change the future
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Dragons of Autumn Twilight 2000-02-01
a group of adventurers led by tanis who is half elven search for the magical dragonlance

The Dragonlance Saga 1988
this collection of nine tales about the minor races of krynn the lovable mischievous and brave sidekicks of the
dragonlance heroes also includes a novella by the editors reprint

The Cataclysm 2005
details the background characters magic weapons and rules connected with this advanced form of dungeons
and dragons

Forthcoming Books 2004
this exciting follow up to soulforge brings an unforgettable character into the majere twins world their half sister
kitiara the innocence of youth is lost to war in the fiery siege of the city of hope s end the young mage raistlin
majere must leave behind his ideals to save himself and his twin brother he and caramon begin their training as
mercenaries tasked with capturing a city that holds a secret known only to the commander of the newly formed
dragonarmies yet as raistlin and caramon prepare for war another soul is forged in the heat of battle faraway
another path is chosen and a future dragon highlord begins her rise to power her name is kitiara uth matar and
she is the beautiful but dark hearted half sister to the majere twins
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Dragon Sword 2005-01-01
a group of adventurers led by tanis who is half elven search for the magical dragonlance

The Dragonlance Saga 1987
the final installment in the lost histories saga when dragons make war krynn can only tremble in the shaodw of
angry wings aurican and darlantan mighty serpents of gold and silver have been nurtured in a world of wisdom
meditation and sublime faith however on the other side of ansalon crematia a dragon of red inherits the dark
queen s legacy of betrayal violence conquest and plunder the advent of a worldwide war sweeps these powerful
beings and many more into desperate strife battles rage over krynn with a fury that threatens to annihilate
nations and whole races even dragonkind as campaigns ebb and flow generations of lesser mortals come and
go and the great serpents are left to determine the fate of the world their triumphs may create a destiny of all
encompassing light or cast the world beneath the shadow of ultimate darkness

Dragons of Deceit 2022-08-02
first launched over a decade ago the preludes series has continued to prove popular with dragonlance fans this
digital release of flint the king showcases a new look that is also reflected in the other recovers of this series the
title features cover art from lead dragonlance saga artist matt stawicki before the war of the lance the peaceful
life of flint fireforge is disturbed when he is forced to leave solace and return to his dwarven homeland to
investigate his brother s murder as he delves into the mystery unexpected allies and unseen enemies join the
fight of truth against treachery flint soon discovers that to bring his brother s killer to justice he must either die
or become king he s not sure which choice might be worse
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The Dragonlance Saga 1988
a collection of stories dealing with the children of the companions includes raistlin s daughter kitiara s son the
legacy the sacrifice and wanna bet

Kender, Gully Dwarves and Gnomes 2005
based on margaret weis and tracy hickman s new york times bestselling war of souls trilogy this novel describes
events that directly overlap events during the war of souls and features a character introduced in dragons of
summer flame original

The Art of the Dragonlance Saga 1987
this attractive new re release of stormblade first published in 1988 showcases a new look for the heroes series
including new cover art reissue

DragonLance Adventures 1987

Brothers in Arms 2011-10-11
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Dragonlance Chronicles (2005), Volume 2 2020

The Dragonlance Saga 1989-01-01

The Dragons 2012-03-13

Flint the King 2012-06-05

The Second Generation 1994

Prisoner of Haven 2004

Stormblade 2004-04-01
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